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This is the third of six volumes on Programming in C#. These are detailed chapters covering

diverse topics such as INI and XML file processing, along with Printing, Formatting, and

technical details that all programmers need to know. "Real programs" need to know these

things.Volume 314 INI Files - Use Configuration files to store variables outside of the running

program. Needed by most programs.15 XML and App.config Files - Same as above, but

faster16 Windows Registry - Learn to read and write from the Windows Registry17 Reading

Excel, ComboBoxes and SQL - A brief introduction into the database world18 External

Programs (Shell) - How to launch outside programs from inside your program. Dang'd handy.19

Wait, Delays, Pauses - Learn about scheduled tasks, disk-cache flushing, messages that go

away when they should20 Printing - Printing in C# is hard. This chapter shows how it works.

Lots of math here.21 Formatting - Everything about formatting, from phone numbers, proper

names, email addressesVolume details:Chapter 14 INI Files:Everything you need to know

about reading and writing INI files. Many think INI files are old, but they are still useful for

program preferences. Even if you do not intend to use INI files, the skills taught here are

valuable.Chapter 15 - XML Files:A modern way to store preferences and other data. T1his is

useful for exporting data to other systems. Learn all of the ins-and-outs for xml file processing.

Learn about the undeniably handy app.config.xml file.Chapter 16 - Windows RegistryChapter

17 - Excel and Intro to SQL:Read and write from Excel files and an introduction to reading SQL

tables to populate selection-lists (comboBoxes).Chapter 18 - External Shells:Shows how to use

C# to launch other programs and tasks, as well as to prevent multiple launches.Chapter 19 -

Waits, Delays, and Pauses:Learn how to "suspend" a program. This is needed surprisingly

often and this chapter solves the elusive "wait" - where a paused program still gives keyboard

and mouse control. Learn about count-down timers, periodic job scheduling, and other similar

techniques.Chapter 20 - Printing:Printing in C# is treacherous. This chapter covers everything

from font-sizes, line-heights, lines-per-page, page-breaks, headers and footers. Also shown are

graphic objects, shadow-boxes, horizontal and vertical lines. This is a challenging

chapter.Chapter 21 - Formatting:An expansive chapter on formatting covers all numeric picture

clauses, padding, justification, fonts, etc.But most importantly are several new classes that can

format @Proper names in a way that is magical -- it can handle mal-formed names and

addresses, such as "von Newman", "mcgreggor", "tom allEN Smith, Jr.", "123 n. elm st. Suite

102", and other horrible things.Also includes a phone-number formatting routine that

punctuates numbers exactly as you need.This series is being distributed through Ebook Tops

Kindle as a multi volume set in order to make printing manageable. All six volumes are 2,100-

pages long, with 1,300 illustrations.Other books in this series:Volume 1:1 Introduction to the

Editor2 Introduction to Loops3 Conditional Branching4 Strings5 Numbers and Dates6 Utility

Functions7 Advanced Utility FunctionsVolume 2:8 Class Libraries9 Variable Scope10 Form

Controls and Events11 Calling Multiple Forms12 ASCII Files13 Parsing Tab and CSV

FilesVolume 4:22 Arrays23 File Manipulation24 Console ApplicationsVolume 5:25 SQL

Databases26 SQL Record Edits27 SQL Data Grids28 SQL Data Grid Cell Editing29 SQL

DataEntry FormsVolume 6: Student and Instructor ProjectsThank you for purchasing. I hope

you enjoy it as much as I have had writing it. Comments and suggestions are welcome.

About the AuthorBorn in the lush and beautiful state of Washington, author Amber Richards



has always been surrounded by inspiration. She has been writing and creating for as long as

she can remember and today still calls the Pacific Northwest home. Amber's books span a

multitude of topics, but all have one thing in common. Her love of nature, children and family

are the basis of each, and her passion is apparent on every page. Most recently she has

added watercolor artist to her catalogue of talents, and needs only to gaze out her window for

daily motivation. When Amber isn't breathing life into a new book or painting, she is surrounded

by a loving family. She is the proud mother of two children and enjoys every moment she

spends with her five grandchildren. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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